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The essential guide for couples to make a happy, healthy, and successful retirement! The Couple's
Retirement Puzzle reveals ten important conversations lovers should tackle before retirement to ensure a
rewarding second half of lifestyle together, including: Do we have enough money to aid the lifestyle we
wish?Filled with smart practical tips, engaging anecdotes, and useful exercises,The Couple's Retirement
Puzzle will guide you as well as your partner to a fulfilling retirement you can enjoy and celebrate
together.Retirement could possibly be the best period of your life, but for couples, there's a lot more to it
than cashing in on your 401(k). Should we retire simultaneously or individually? Do we stay put or
explore fresh frontiers? What's the simplest way to stay healthy and fit after fifty? And even more! How
will we stability time together and time apart? Just how do we meet brand-new friends and create brand-
new interests beyond work? The most important asset you possess during retirement is one another, yet
many couples aren't sure where to begin to get ready for retired lifestyle or what things to consider
because they do.
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useful advice for retirement planning I acquired this reserve because we are talking about retirement and
not getting very far. I will ask her to read it because it does have some good suggestions, and offers a
structure for discussion. Lots of info and areas for discussion.. I did so not think it had been profound
Great counseling and guidance there is a great deal of encouraging information to think about and talk
approximately and different conversatios that we would have never thought about. Great counseling and
guidance. Truly liked. Would recommend. Two Stars Lots of platitudes however, not much practical help.
Idea provoking and insightful. Love it. We utilize this for as customer gifts. I would like to move. It
provided us a nice push to essentially start planning I browse this cover to cover and worked the queries .
The prose flows efficiently but its readability relies on extensive usage of cliches.. Information was not
very engaging or helpful, but perhaps could possibly be helpful to couples who also never talk with each
other. Thought provoking and insightful. I go through this cover to cover and worked the queries with my
spouse.. Enjoyed it. We all have to work it from our own. Begins conversations by asking questions that
require answering before getting into another stage of life --- pension!!. I think it will favor solutions that
are politically liberal and more suited for educated specialists. Enjoyed it. It gets you started and it makes
it easier to consider retirement. The chapter on "Choosing Where and How exactly to Live" got me to
think harder about the topic and enabled my wife to start to cope with this option. Love it. I was given a
duplicate of the book. Four Stars Important things for couples to speak about before the time comes
Information hasn't been very engaging or helpful, but perhaps ... Begins conversations by asking queries .
A very helpful method to crystalize your retirement plans. A Great Resource for Financial Advisors An
excellent guide for lovers and their financial advisors because they approach the next half of life. Nothing
New Here Nothing new here.
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